1. Compile and share a list of prospective contacts with TEAP-MS.

2. Make TEAP-MS aware of any scheduled events that we can engage.

3. Meet with local & state elected officials about the need for non-discrimination policy on the local level and the MS Civil Rights Act on the state level.

4. Host/Invite TEAP-MS to meetings and/or trainings.

5. Engage media coverage on trans-related issues.

6. Attend trainings/education workshops provided by TEAP-MS, and help us spread the word.

7. Write a thank you letter to a company, elected official, or school that has intentionally created trans-inclusive spaces.

8. Like, share, or post trans-friendly information on social media.

9. Volunteer with and/or Donate to the ACLU of Mississippi and TEAP-MS.

10. Have a conversation with a trans person.

"Thank you for your assistance in empowering our community."
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"Thank you for your assistance in empowering our community."
The ACLU of Mississippi champions transgender people’s right to be themselves. The Transgender Education & Advocacy Program of Mississippi, or TEAP-MS, lifts the voices of the transgender community in an effort to educate the public at-large and draw attention to the need for non-discrimination policies in the workplace and in communities across Mississippi. It is a continuation of our **We Are All Mississippi** campaign to secure civil rights protections for all Mississippians.

WE NEED YOU!
Join us in the fight for trans rights and visibility!

www.aclu-ms.org/resources/teap-ms

Malaysia Walker, Advocacy Coordinator
mwalker@aclu-ms.org
(601)354-3408